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ABSTRACT : Chasing hydrocarbon bearing sands within the Golapalli Formation of Krishna – Godavari basin has been a
challenging task and many innovative techniques used in the recent past for mapping these sands met with little success. The
problem is acute on account of not only their deep occurrence but also due to thick volcanic flows spread over the entire area, which
affect energy transmission and reflection from deeper reservoirs. 3D seismic coverage have helped in reducing the uncertainties in
mapping the structure but conventional amplitude attributes were not useful. Endamuru / Mandapetta is one such area in the north-
eastern part of Krishna Godavari basin which holds promising hydrocarbon potential in Golapalli Formation of Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous age. The hydrocarbon potential of Golapalli Formation of Mandapetta area is well established. However exploration
of Endamuru prospect has given mixed results. The reservoir sands producing hydrocarbon from Golapalli Formation have been
deposited in deltaic system. The integrated well logs and seismic analysis has indicated that hydrocarbon entrapment is structural.
Updip seal is provided by ENE-WSW trending fault. Lower limit of the pool is defined by a distinct GWC. As conventional
mapping and attribute analysis were of limited help, multi-attribute seismic analysis and well data, has yielded a conspicuous
success in Endamuru area. The post stack stratigraphic inversion was attempted to generate 3D volume of impedance, which was
correlated with reservoir parameters observed by log analysis. The integrated study has defined the likelihood of distribution of
reservoir sands of Golapalli Formation. Recently drilled well - D has firmed up the envisaged strength of the technique in terms of
highly encouraging initial testing results.
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INTRODUCTION

Krishna –  Godavari basin is situated in east coast of
India. The basin is divided in three sub basins  namely Krishna,
West Godavari and East Godavri sub basin, differentiated by
Baptala & Tanuku horst. Endamuru, the area of study falls in
the East Godavari sub basin to the south of Tanuku horst
(Fig.1). Mandapetta field is located in the western vicinity to
the study area. Seismic attribute analysis along with post stack
stratigraphic inversion techniques have helped in delineating
the pay sands of Endamuru area in Krishna Godavari Basin,
where the geological complexities lead to random reservoir
distribution. It is a difficult task to predict the existence of
reservoir facies using the conventional methods due to their
large vertico–lateral variations. The problem gets further
augmented where the reservoirs are deep seated. The seismic
resolution of subtle facies variations are masked due to
presence of Razole trap, a strong reflecting surface above the
targeted reservoirs. Mandapeta / Endamuru area in the East
Godavari sub basin has produced commercial quantities of

Figure 1: Index map showing study area

hydrocarbon from Golapalli reservoirs. Mandapetta field is
well established for its hydrocarbon potential whereas
Endamuru is an upcoming area. The present paper deals with
the solution to decipher vertico-lateral extension of reservoir
facies with special reference to its tectono structural status.
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A CASE STUDY

Endamuru structure is situated in the area South East
of NE-SW trending Tanuku horst in East Godavari sub-basin
of Krishna Godavari Basin India. Endamuru structure has
produced commercial quantity of hydrocarbon from Golapalli
Formation of Jurrassic to Lower Cretaceous age. Golapalli
formation un-conformably overlies Kommugudem Shales,
which are the main source rock, and is overlain by
Raghavpuram Shales (cap rock). The sands of Golapalli
Formation are deposited in deltaic system. Endamuru structure
is an independent fault closure. The drilling of eight wells in
the area had mixed results. Well - E, well - F, well - G & well - H
form one fault block, whereas well – A & well – C fall in other
block. Both the blocks are separated by a low in between.
Well - E, F & G forms a single pool with GWC at -1865m whereas
well - C forms another pool with GWC at -1830m. Well - A is
devoid of hydrocarbon as the sand is falling below the gas
water contact. Log correlation profile along the wells F, E, A &
C shows the sand distribution in the targeted reservoir (Fig.2).
An arbitrary seismic line passing through wells A, C &
identified prospect shows the structural picture (Fig.3). The

ENE-WSW trending fault plays a vital role in the entrapment
of hydrocarbon in these substructures. After the drilling of
well - C, the presence of hydrocarbon bearing sand in the
eastern culmination was established. It is also observed that
the wells drilled in the northern part of the fault proved to be
devoid of hydrocarbon. The encouraging results from well - C
prompted re-mapping of Golapalli top. The map thus prepared
could bring out the structure in the eastern part. The presence
of the entrapment in the form of the fault closure, source rock
as Kommugudem Shale, cap rock as Raghavpuram shale are
well established. Presence of reservoir facies to make a
complete petroleum system needed confirmation. The
integrated approach of seismic attribute analysis and post
stack model based stratigraphic inversion provided the
necessary clues and as a result the location for delineating
the eastern extent could be firmed up.

METHODOLOGY

A seismic horizon close to the top of Golapalli
sandstone, calibrated with all the drilled wells in the area has
been remapped. The structure map clearly brings out two fault
culminations separated by a low (Fig 4).

A number of seismic attributes were extracted within
Golapalli formation and calibrated with the presence of
reservoir sands on the well locations. The average reflection
strength was found to be most suitable to delineate the
distribution of sands (Fig 5).

Figure 2: Log Correlation along Wells F, E, A  & C

Figure 3: Arbitrary line passing through Wells A, C & D Figure 4: Depth map on top of Golapalli
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As the entire section lies below a major reflecting
surface of Razole trap, the reflection from Golapalli formation
are feeble and it is very difficult to identify subtle amplitude
changes pertaining to changes in reservoir properties. Seismic
attribute alone while qualitatively suggestive of better
reservoir facies cannot be relied fully. However the rock
property analysis carried out by unpublished report of ONGC
suggests of strong relationship between interval velocities &
porosities. Therefore a systematic horizon based inversion
was carried out.

INVERSION PROCESS

The post stack migrated 3D data were converted near
to zero phase by wavelet processing technique constrained
with single statistical wavelet of minimum phase extracted
from seismic data. An initial acoustic impedance model for
seismic inversion was created with the help of picked horizons
and correlated p-wave at well locations (Ref-1). The inversion
model was conditioned by optimizing model parameters.
Model based inversion was performed on 3D data volume
using model, correlated p-wave and density logs and extracted
wavelets (Ref-2).

The impedance values were calibrated with reservoir
sand thickness on well locations and were found to be
convincing for the reservoir characterization in the area of
study. The P wave impedance derived from the logs of well -
A & well - C show a strong relationship and the cross
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Figure 5: Reflection strength on top of Golapalli

Figure 6: Cross correlation between log derived p- wave impedance
Well-A

Figure 7: Cross correlation between log derived p- wave impedance
Well-C

correlation between them reveals that reservoir sands of
Golapalli formation fall in the impedance range of 7200 to 8165
m/sec*gm/cc which is in conformity with the impedance values
derived from the inverted volume (Fig 6 & 7). The relational
statistics exhibits that even within the small range of impedance
i.e. 7200 to 8165 m/sec*gm/cc, the cross plot between pseudo
p wave and impedance can be used as lithological discriminator.
The cross plot shows two distinct clusters of Raghavpuram
shale and Golapalli Sand.  An arbitrary line passing through
well - A & well - C exhibits the continuity of reservoirs on the
proposed location (Fig 8). A number of slices at the interval of
20 ms below Golapalli top were generated to assess the
distribution of reservoir quality sands in the area (Fig 9). The
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CONCLUSION

1. Seismic attribute analysis has brought out the areal
distribution of reservoir sands.

2. A systematic horizon based post stack stratigraphic
inversion study has established the continuity of
Golapalli Sands towards east of well - C.

3. The envisaged model is found to be correct after the
drilling of well - D which flowed commercial quantities of
hydrocarbon on initial testing.
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Figure 8: Inverted section passing through Wells A, C & D

Figure 9: Average absolute impedance map 20ms below Golapalli
Top

interval velocity map (Fig.10) generated 20ms below Golapalli
Top is also in conformity with the impedance map. It is seen
that the sands within Golapalli formation is widespread and is
extending towards eastern direction. The increase of interval
velocity towards WSW of wells C and D is due to the presence
of water in the sand, as depicted by the downdip well A. The
study proved successful as the well -D drilled subsequently
flowed hydrocarbon from the predicted reservoir.

Figure 10: Average Interval velocity map 20ms below Golapalli Top


